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Non-monetary price services

•Pseudo free services
• Commercial services for which the users do not pay with 

money
• Generally financed by monetisation of user attention or 

personal data
• Targeted advertising, resell of data …

•Real free services
• Given for recognition, political power, pure altruism
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Three main legal instruments regulating non-
monetary price services
Types of 

legal 

instrument

Consumer protection Personal data protection Competition protection

Main 

objectives

Transparency and fairness in

possibly unbalanced transactions

Data subject privacy and 

informational self-

determination

Economic total or 

consumer welfare and 

beyond

Legal texts - Consumer Right Directive (CRD)

- Digital Content Directive (DCD)

- Unfair Contract Terms Directive 

(UCTD)

-Unfair Commercial Practices Directive 

(UCPD)

-National contract law

-GDPR

-ePrivacy Regulation (draft)
- Art. 101-102 TFEU

- Merger Regulation
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Legal tools and their application
to non-monetary prices services

1. Scope and standards of application

2. Empowering consumers
- Information requirements about the ‘price’
- Consumer consent / choice

3. Empowering competition

4. Assessing the fairness of the contractual relationships

5. Contracts termination
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1. Scope and Standard of application

Consumer protection Personal data protection

DCD: applicable when consumer
provides personal data 
CRD: applicable when consumer 
provides personal data

UCTD: applicable to B2C contract
UCPD: applicable in a B2C relationship 

GDPR : applicable when personal data 
are collected and processed

ePrivacy : applicable when electronic 
communication (cookies, IP addresses) 
data are processed
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Applicability of competition law

• Competition law applies to non-monetary price markets as it 
does to any other market
• Legislative actions were necessary in some Member States (e.g. 

Germany)

• But available tools and existing approaches based on price

• Exploring four approaches for assessing market power
• Focus on multi-sidedness
• Adjusting the SSNIP test
• Relying on data markets
• Relying on markets for user attention
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Focus on multi-sidedness

• One side subsidises the activities on the other side – typically user and 
advertiser side

• Prevent applying one-sided logic to multi-sided business

• Market definition:
• One market for the platform as a whole or separate markets for each side of 

the platform?
• Filistrucchi, Geradin & Van Damme (2014): transaction markets versus media 

markets

• Market power:
• Lessons from 2014 Cartes Bancaires and MasterCard judgments and 2018 US 

Supreme Court Amex judgment
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Focus on multi-sidedness

• Are market shares an adequate proxy for market power?

• Issue for non-monetary price markets beyond multi-
sidedness

• General Court in 2013 Cisco judgment: ‘the consumer 
communications sector is a recent and fast-growing sector 
which is characterized by short innovation cycles in which 
large market shares may turn out to be ephemeral’

• Market shares based on volume in terms of unique users 
rather than in value

• Potential competition and contestability of markets
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Adjusting the SSNIP test

• Multi-sidedness: take into account competitive constraints 
between customer groups

• Simulate a small charge for free services?

• SSNDQ: decrease in quality of the product or service

• SSNIC: increase in costs – attention costs in the form of more 
ads or information costs in the form of increase in personal 
data extracted
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Relying on data markets

• Market of user information monetised through advertising

• In line with market reality – even if data is not traded

• Magill and IMS Health cases offer precedent for definition of 
potential or hypothetical market for data
• Magill: TV programme listings 

• IMS Health: brick structure used for the provision of data on 
regional sales of pharmaceutical products
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Relying on data markets

• No analysis of a market for data or data analytics in Facebook/WhatsApp
because ‘neither of the Parties is currently active in any such potential 
markets’

• Evolution in Microsoft/LinkedIn: 
• Combination of datasets may ‘increase the merged entity’s market power in in 

a hypothetical market for the supply of this data’
• Even if there is no intention or technical possibility to combine the two 

datasets ‘it may be that pre-merger the two companies were competing with 
each other on the basis of the data they controlled and this competition 
would be eliminated by the merger’

• Two-fold assessment of data concentration was confirmed in 
Verizon/Yahoo 
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Relying on markets for user attention

• Competition for the limited time of users, irrespective of 
specific functionalities and features of products and services

• Results in broader relevant market and thus provides less 
room for intervention

• Trend to put less emphasis on market definition in digital era 
because of lack of clear market boundaries
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2. Empowering consumer
Information requirements about the ‘price’

Consumer protection Personal data protection

CRD
- Main characteristics of the service
- Information about the ‘price’ (not personal 
data)

UCPD
-Unfair misleading practice to present ‘free’ a 
service when financed by commercial reuse of 
personal data
AGCM/Facebook (2018)

-Main characteristics of the processing (purpose,
data, recipient party, profiling…)

-What about the explanation of the commercial
aspect of the processing and the business model
(transparency and loyalty principle) ?

Plain intelligible terms
TGI Paris/Google (2019)
TGI Paris/Facebook (2019)

Plain intelligible terms (e.g., icons)
TGI Paris/Google (2019)
TGI Paris/Facebook (2019)
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Consumer Consent / Choice

Consumer protection Personal data protection

DCD/CRD
Need valid consent under national 
contract law

UCPD
Not to respect the privacy by default 
GDPR principle may be considered as a 
misleading aggressive practice
AGCM/Facebook (2018)

GDPR
- Necessity for the performance of the contract
Necessary to fund but not to provide the service
Contract law: part of the contractual counter-performance
- Legitimate interests
Economic interest of data processor v. fundamental right of 
data subject: case-by-case analysis (Google Spain, 2014)
- Consent
Informed, specific, unambiguous, freely given
Free when no true alternative ?
Obligation to provide monetary price alternatives?

ePrivacy
Obligation to ask the consumer consent for non technical 
cookies…
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3. Alleviating the dis-empowerment of competitors
Exclusionary abuses

• Many exclusionary abuses are tied to price
• Apply similar analysis to other parameters of competition beyond price 

such as quality or privacy protection?
• Increasing quality as predatory strategy?

• But heterogeneity of consumer preferences

• Higher data protection standards and less data extraction imply less 
strong monetisation possibilities in the future

• Increase of non-prices abuses
• Discrimination
• Leveraging
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4. Assessing the fairness of the contractual 
relationships

Consumer protection Personal data protection

UCTD

No control on price fairness

But minimum harmonisation: some Member

States provide for control on price fairness

If personal data is not a ‘price’, possible to 

control the fairness of privacy terms

- TGI Paris/Facebook (2019) 

- TGI Paris/Google (2019)

- Berlin Landgericht /Facebook (2018)

- AGCM /Facebook (2018)

Proportionality and data minimisation 
principle (too much data are collected)
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Exploitative abuse in competition law

• Not an enforcement priority

• Excessive pricing: no reasonable relation to economic value 
of the good

• Analogy with excessive data extraction:
• At what point does data extraction become excessive?
• What is the competitive benchmark or counterfactual?
• Data protection law as indicator

• see Bundeskartellamt Facebook case in the context of unfairness of terms 
and conditions
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5. Contract termination
Consumer protection Personal data protection

Right to terminate 
the contract

For the consumer
DCD: in case of non conformity of the service
CRD: 14 days right of withdrawal (exceptions)

For the provider
If the data provided are false/outdated?

For the consumer
-Right to object (if based on the legitimate 
interests)
-Right to withdraw consent (if based on the 
consent) 

Compensation/ 
reimbursement

DCD/CRD: Only for sums paid

Stop the 
processing / Delete 
the data

DCD/CRD
Obligation to refrain to use non personal data 
provided/created by the user (exception for some 
aggregated data)

-Obligation to delete if no more valid legitimate 
ground
+ Right to erasure

Right to retrieve 
the data 
provided/created

DCD/CRD
Right to retrieve non personal data 
provided/created by the user (exception for some 
aggregated data)

Right to data portability (actively provided or 
observed data only)
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Conclusion

• Non-monetary prices services is developing rapidly with 
platforms economy

• Current legal instruments apply and are flexible enough to deal 
with many issues 
• Require the adaptation of some enforcement methodologies and then 

experimenting them
• More dialogue and cooperation between enforcement authorities

• Towards ‘consumer data protection law’
• With fairness as its core principle (Helberger et al. 2017)
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Conclusion

• For legal provisions related to ‘price’
• Information on price, price-based abuses, price re-imbursement
• What is the legal and practical nature of data as counter-performance 

in the transaction?

• For legal provisions not related to prices
• Relate to quality, transaction fairness, contract termination
• How standard used in one legal instrument can be used in the analysis 

of another legal instrument
• Transaction fairness

• How each legal instruments can strengthen each other
• Informed consumer, meaningful choice
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